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The angular distribution of the alpha, -particles ejected in the reaction, Li7+H'~2 He4, is dis-

cussed. It is assumed that the Li'-nucleus is odd, that the incident proton is in a P state and
that a broad and a sharp nuclear resonance level participate in the reaction. The angular
momentum 0 and 2 A are assigned to the broad and to the sharp levels, respectively. The con-
stants entering into the theory could be determined only by extending the measurements on

angular dependence to proton energies higher than 400 kev. The results are in qualitative
agreement with the dependence on energy of the reaction yield and of the angular distribution
observed so far.

INTRODUCTION

E CENT experiments' have revealed a
marked departure from spherical symmetry

in the distribution of alpha-particles created by
the transmutation

Li'+ H'~2He 4.

In these experiments a thin film of lithium was
bombarded by protons of energy ranging from

100 to 400 electron kilovolts. The emitted alpha-
particles have a total of about 17 Mev kinetic
energy. The relative number of alpha-particles
was determined at angles of eight different
cosines and for eight different energies of the
incident protons.

In the center of mass coordinate system the
relative number of alpha-particles per unit solid

angle is represented very well by the factor
1.+A(B) cos'8; here e is the angle between the
direction of the emerging particles and the
direction of the incident proton beam. The
coefficient which gives the departure from

spherical symmetry, A(E), is positive and small

at 100 kev, rises to a value of —', at 300 kev and
then rises rapidly to about -~ at 350 and 400 kev.
A plot of A (2) is reproduced in Fig. 1.

It is greatly to be desired that the experiments
be carried out for proton energies greater than
400 kev.

* National Research Fellow.
~ V. J. Young, A. Ellett and G. J. Plain, Phys. Rev. 58,

498 (1940).

As was pointed out by those who did the
experimental work the behavior of A(B) suggests
an approach to a resonance level of the compound,
Be', nucleus. In the present paper the expected
theoretical behavior of the angular distribution
of alpha-particles in the neighborhood of such a
resonance is examined in detail. It is assumed
that the alpha-particles which are ejected at
energies outside the apparent resonance region
are due to a second, but very much broader,
resonant level of the compound nucleus.

The energy-dependence of the yield curve'
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FIG. 1, The variation with bombarding energy of A(E)
in the factor, 1+A(B) coso, which represents the experi-
rnental results on the angular distribution of alpha-
particles.

' L. H. Rumbaugh, R. B. Roberts and L. R. Hafstad,
Phys. Rev. 54, 657 (1938).
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Fj:o. 2. The ratio of experimentally found yield to the
calculated penetration factor as a function of the bom-
barding energy. Experimental results for energies above
350 kev were taken from reference (2), those between 150
kev and 350 kev from the paper of Herb, Parkinson and
Kerst, Phys. Rev. 48, 118 (1935), and those below. 150
kev from the letter of Heydenburg, Zahn and King, Phys.
Rev. 49, 100 (1936). These three sets of results were
joined to form a smooth curve on an arbitrary scale. The
penetration factor used here is FP/p in the notation of
reference (3).

3 F. L. Yost, J.A. Wheeler and G. Breit, Terr. Mag. 443
(December, 1935).

measured for alpha-particles ejected at right
angles to the incident protons corroborates the
presence of two processes giving rise to the
emission of the alphas. Figure 2 shows the ratio
of the yield and the penetration factor for
protons (in arbitrary units). The penetration
factor was calculated from the tables of Yost,
Wheeler and Breit' by assuming a P wave and an
effective collision radius of 4&&10 "cm (the last
two assumptions are of minor importance in
determining the shape of the curve). The figure
shows the presence of a process that depends on
the energy practically only through the pene-
tration factor and a second process which has a
resonance around 400 kev. As will appear later we
shall associate the former process with a J=O
compound state, the latter with a J=2 state. The
parallelism of the yield curve with the energy
dependence of the angular distribution is striking.
In view of our conclusions to be given below it
would be more satisfactory if the maximum in

Fig. 2 occurred at higher energy than the
maximum deviation from spherical symmetry.
But too much reliance must not be placed upon
conclusions based on the ratio in Fig. 2. The
resonance in this figure extends over so wide an
energy range that the slowly varying inHuence of

the energy on the yield may cause a difference
between the position of the apparent maximum
and the position of the resonance.

The angular distribution of ejected alpha-
particles will thus depend upon the simultaneous
inHuence of two nuclear levels. Under this con-
dition the relative phase of the particles coming
from the two resonance levels will be of im-
portance. In most of the considerations involving
dispersion theory, intensities alone were im-
portant; but in at least one example, the scatter-
ing of neutrons by He, phase relations had to be
taken into account. 4 In the subsequent discussion
the superposition of outgoing alpha-rays with
different phases will lead in general to a sigmoid
dependence of the quantity A(E) (from the
factor 1+A(E) cos'8) on the energy of incident
protons. This sigmoid dependence is not unlike
the dispersion curve in optics. The shape of both
curves is due to essentially similar resonance
denominators in the dispersion formula and the
similarity of the curves helps to emphasize that
the dispersion theory of nuclear reactions and the
dispersion theory in optics have more in common
than a name.

STATISTICS AND PARITY

The disintegration (1) in the energy range
involved permits of a fairly simple theoretical
discussion. Alpha-particles obey Einstein-Bose
statistics so that a pair of them can be produced
only in states of even orbital angular momentum
and even parity; since the spin is zero the allowed
states may be designated 'S, 'D, 'G . . Further-
more the ground state of Li' is well known to have
a nuclear spin of -'„whereas the parity of this
state has not been experimentally determined.
Theoretical predictions both from the individual
particle model and the alpha-particle model are
that the ground state of the Li~ nucleus is odd. In
this case anly P, Ii, states of the incident
proton will be able to form the even compound
nucleus Be'. Computing the intensities of P and
I "regular" solutions to the Schroedinger equa-
tion in a Coulomb field' it is found that the P
wave is over 1000 times stronger than the I wave
for particles of 200 kev. Even up to 1 Mev the
I wave is inappreciable so if the parity of the

' F. Bloch, Phys. Rev. 58, 829 (1940).
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Li7 nucleus is odd only the P wave need be taken
into account. The relatively small yield of reac-
tion (1) also points to the process being due to an
incident proton in a P wave rather than in an
S wave. '

If it is assumed that the reaction (1) is pro-
duced by protons in a P wave the experimental
angular distribution, 1+A (P) cos'tl, can be
readily understood. Since the bombarded nuclei
are completely unpolarized and since the spins of
the incident protons are also unpolarized the
emitted beam cannot show more complicated
transformation properties under rotation of
coordinates than those of the orbital motion in

the incident beam. Thus the emitted beam may
contain a part which behaves as a vector and
gives a cos'8 term but no higher powers of cos8 if
the incident wave function transforms like a
vector, i.e. , if it is a P wave. The Bose statistics
of the alpha-particles excludes odd powers of cos8
so that in fact 1+A(R) cos'e is the most general
angular dependence to which incident P waves
can give rise.

Although there are many indications that Li'
nuclei are odd the possibility that they are even
is not to be overlooked. In this case the incident
proton must have an even wave function and an
even angular momentum. In the angular distri-
bution of the alpha-particles the term A (8) cos'8

might be explained as due mainly to an inter-
ference term produced by an incident S wave and
a less effective incident D wave. The square of
the amplitude of the outgoing alpha-particle
wave function produced by the incoming D wave
contains in general a term proportional to cos48.

But if the incoming D wave is relatively ineffective
in producing the reaction, the cos40 term may
have too small a coefficient to be observed experi-
mentally. The cos'0 term depending linearly on
the small amplitudes produced by the incident D
wave would in fact be much more noticeable than
the cos'0 term depending quadratically on the
same amplitude. On the basis of present experi-
mental evidence it is not quite impossible that Li'
nuclei are even and the 1+A(E) cos'e angular
dependence is produced by joint action of inci-

dent S and D waves. But in principle it is possible
to establish the odd parity of the Li' nucleus by

' M. Goldhaber, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 30, 561 (1934),

eliminating experimentally in the reaction prod-
ucts the cos48 terms to a high accuracy thus
demonstrating that the angular dependence is
not produced by an incident D wave.

It will be assumed in the following calculations
that the Li' nucleus is odd and it wi11 be shown
that the experimental data obtained so far may
be understood with this assumption. The incident
proton P wave has a total angular momentum of
2k at most and this combined with the —,'k of the
nucleus can give rise to all integral angular
momenta from 0 to 3k for the compound nucleus.
Outgoing alphas are therefore either in 'S or 'D
states. From the shape of the experimental curve
for A (8) one would judge that a resonance in one
or the other of these states is approached as the
proton energy increases. Below the apparent
resonance, e.g. , at 100 kev, the angular distri-
bution approaches spherical symmetry. Barring
very special types of interaction which would
make the angular distribution due to a compound
nucleus of J=2 spherically symmetric it appears
that the alpha-particles of low bombarding
energies are ejected from a compound nucleus of
J=O.

DIsPERsIQN FQRMULA

In view of the probable applicability of the
simple conditions discussed above we have calcu-
lated the expected angular distribution of alpha-
particles in reaction (1). For this purpose the
dispersion formula of wave mechanics as pre-
sented by Breit and Wigner' and Bethe and
Placzek' has been used. According to the dis-
persion theory as applied to the calculation of the
cross section OP@ of the nuclear transformation
P~Q

IIp„H"g
apq ——4s.'X' Q

Bp —8,.+-',iy„

In Eq. (2) H"„ is the matrix element of the
Hamiltonian which couples the. initial state P
with the compound (resonant) state r; H"q is the
same thing for the final state Q. Both P and Q
may be degenerate, and there are many levels r.
8p is the energy of the initial state, B„the energy
of the intermediate state and y„ is the level

' G. Breit and E. Wigner, Phys. Rev. 49, 519 (1936).' H. A. Bethe and G. Placzek, Phys. Rev. 51, 450 (1937).
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width. In calculating y„one must take into
account all possible modes of decay of the state r.
In the present problem the most probable
method is just the emission of two alpha-
particles and in this case

(3)

where the summation extends over the degenerate
states Q.

We are interested in intermediate states, r, of
two different angular momenta, 0 and 2k, which
have resonances in the region of the experimental
results and which are eigenstates of the angular
momentum. The initial state P is a Li' nucleus
with a total angular momentum —,'A plus an
incident proton with an orbital angular mo-
mentum A and a spin momentum -,'A. Thus the
initial state does not appear as an eigenstate of
the total angular momentum. By proper linear
combinations of the initial states with various
orientations of angular momentum (including the
three possible orientations of the P wave) one can
construct eigenstates of the total angular mo-
mentum which we shall call X„.The subscript r
indicates that X„has the same transformation
properties with regard to rotation as the inter-
mediate state r. It will be seen that two functions
can be constructed with angular momentum
J=2. We shall call X~ that linear combination of
them to which the intermediate state r with J= 2

responds most strongly. The orthogonal linear
combination is then not coupled at all with the
compound nucleus. The construction of the state
Xo (which is invariant under rotations) is unique.

The matrix element IIP„ in the numerator of
Eq. (2) may then be written in the form

Here (P, X,.) is the transformation coefficient
from the state P to the state X„. The matrix
element connecting X„and r has been written as
a product of two factors: the energy independent
complex number n'„and the energy dependent
y'(E). We shall assume rp'(P) to be the same
function for all intermediate states involved.

As has been shown by G. Gamow, Atomic Nuclei and
Nuclear Transformations (Cambridge, 1937), p. 96, the
energy of the unstable state r may be considered to be the
complex value E,——,'iy, , the —,'iy„gives the exponential
decrease of the amplitude in that state with time.

This assumption is probably approximately valid
over the relatively narrow energy region of the
resonance. Actually the most important reason
for the energy dependence of y'(P) is the varia-
tion of the penetration factor. This variation will
not depend greatly on the nature of the inter-
mediate state (J=0 or 2) over a narrow resonance
region as long as the angular momentum of the
initial wave (which is a P wave) is the same.

The final state Q is represented by two alpha-
particles the wave function of which can be re-
garded as plane waves which describe the ejection
of those alphas in a definite direction character-
ized by the angle 0. This final state will again
not be an eigenstate of the angular momentum.
We may introduce an eigenstate Z which can be
obtained by superposition of the final states
corresponding to various directions 8. The matrix
element H"q can then be written

where the symbols have a similar significance as
in Eq. (4). The transformation coeKcient (Z, Q)
is proportional to the surface harmonic (nor-
malized Legendre polynomials) Y,(8). Here the
index r refers to the intermediate state and is
meant to specify both the angular momentum J
and its component, m, around the direction of the
incident protons. The surface harmonic V, (8) can
be assumed to be normalized since we still carry
the numerical coefficient n"„.The energy depend-
ence of y"(8) is negligible in the region of
resonance due to the high energy of the ejected
alpha-particles. It follows from the same reason
that according to Eq. (3) we may replace y, by an
energy-independent quantity F„. The equation
for angular distribution then becomes

n„(P, X„)Y,(8) '
1+2(8) cos'-8

Ep —E,.+-',iF„
(6)

Here n', .n"„has been set equal to n„and the
factors q'(2) p"(F) common to all terms on the
right-hand side have been dropped.

SPIN-ORBIT COUPI ING

The incident proton is assumed to have orbital
angular momentum I = 1 for the reasons given in
'the introduction. There is certainly no com-
ponent of this orbital angular momentum about
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the direction of bombardment so the states X„
cannot be obtained as a direct superposition of
the initial states. From the j=

~ of the Li' nucleus
and the spin of the incident proton we may
compose two states: a threefold degenerate state,
P3, in which the proton spin is opposite to the Li
spin and a fivefold degenerate state, P5, in which
the proton spin is parallel to the I i spin. Ih»
plane wave describing the proton appears as a
factor in both P3 and P&. It is evident that only
P3 can form a compound nucleus of J=O and
contribute to the resulting S wave. Both P3 and
P~ are able to form compound states with J=2.
Thus two intermediate states with J= 2 can be
constructed.

If there is no significant spin-orbit interaction,
i.e., if the splitting caused is smaller than the
level width it would seem most likely from
experimental results on magnetic moment that
the ground state of Li' nuclei can be described as
'P'~q. In this case the spin of the odd nuclear
particle is parallel to the orbital angular mo-
mentum and then P3 alone can contribute to the
'D wave of alpha-particles; for the spin in the Ps
is parallel to that in 'P'~, and in the absence of
spin-orbit interaction the compound nucleus
would remain in the triplet state. The two
resonant energy levels with J=2 coincide when

there is no spin-orbit interaction but only P3
gives rise to alpha-particles.

We shall define strong spin-orbit interaction to
be strong enough to separate the two levels with
J=2 by an amount large compared with the
level width. Resonance with one of these levels
will be considered as important in the energy
range around 400 kev. The more general case in

which the levels are separated only by an energy
comparable to their widths will not be presented.
For the problem at hand the neglected level may
be at higher energy than the one revealed so far
in the experiments or it may be at negative
bombarding energy and thus -unattainable in the
reaction. Further consideration will be limited to
resonance with two compound states, one with

J=0 which will be designated r 0 and one with
J=2 which will be called r~.

As has been stated above, the resonant state r2

responds most strongly to the linear combination
X&. To any orthogonal linear combination r2 will

not respond at all. In the next section we shall

construct two states with J= 2 which we shall
call X2'@ and X2"&.The state X2&" is constructed
to be orthogonal to P5 and X2") orthogonal to P~.
We may express X& as a linear combination of
these two states

X2= X,(:I) cos~+X,(» sin~,

where ( is a real number. ' '1.'hc state

X &" sin/ —X & & cos(

will not be coupled with r2. It may be noted that
the case of no spin-orbit coupling is represented
by )=0. In this case a nuclear state interacting
with X2'"' is present in the resonance region but
this state does not disintegrate into two alpha-
particles. For strong spin-orbit coupling )=0 is
also possible but in this case a nuclear state
interacting with X2(", though it can disintegrate
into two alphas, falls into a region sufficiently far
removed from the one under consideration.

Since P3 alone is coupled with the nuclear
state with J=O one may substitute (P3, Xp) for
(P, Xo) in Eq. (6).Similarly X2'') cos&+X2(') sin&

is alone responsible for the excitation of the
nuclear state with J=2. Substituting this ex-
pression in those terms of Eq. (6) which contain
the second surface harmonic we obtain

1+A(E) cos'8

(P X (5)m) P (g) 2

sin'$ g
m= —2 Ep —E.+-',i I'2

no(Pg, Xo) Yo(8)
+ Z

an= 1 EP EO+ g&~0

(P X (3)n~) P„m(g) '2

+cos& ——,(7)
EI —E2+ ~iong

where the magnetic quantum number m is made
explicit. Since waves of different m values and P3
and Ps have no phase relation, mixed products
containing different m values and P3 and P5 are
omitted. Terms (P„X2(5)) and (P5, X2(') have
been omitted because of the assumed orthogo-
nality relations.

' There is no phase relation between the initial states P3
and P5 so that interference terms between P3 and P5 do
not occur. Thus only absolute values of the coefficients of
X&(') and X~(') matter and we can use the sine and cosine
of a real number for these coefficients without loss of
generality.
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ANGULAR DEPENDENCE

(15/8)ke '& sjn2g
(15/2) &e'" sine cos0
(5/4) l (1—3 cos20)
(15/2)&e '" sine cos0
(15/8)&e ~'& sin20

I ABLE I; Transformation coePcients.

1

[a &s&
—a&s &Jbo,

v2
(Ps)

s axis so that the only component of b which
appears in I'~ and I'5 is bp.

Incident waves I'3 and I'5 are then described as
follows:

~ [a&s, —v3a&, s
& jbt&,

(..ALCUI. ,ATION OV A'1 A'I'R I X F'..I.L&M I'.NT:5

Let "c" represent the normalized wave func-
tion of the nucleus. It is fourfold degenerate
having components a&„c;,c;, c &, . Similarly let

bp, 6 y describe the normalized incident I
wave of the proton and s;, s; the spin state of the
incident proton. I he subscripts give the s com-
ponent of the angular momentum of each state.
We take the direction of bombardment as the

;, [v3a &&s&
—a, .&s ..&)bur

6ylS~t)'P,

k[03a&si+a&'s &lbo—
1

——[a &s&+a&s ., jbo,
V2

2 [a &&s&+C3a &s & jbp,

a qlS «bp.

The functions Xp, X2'" and X2(') can be constructed from the same waves, a, b and s:

I v'3a &—&b&s, +u'2a, bos&+«, b&s, —a&b &s& V2a, bos «—+43a.&&b &5 &}, — —-

23

.2- [a&
b &s! —v3 a & &b &s

4[2a,b&s, +v-2a;bos& 2a&b&s
&

—(—6) 'a&&bos &j,

tv3a &&b&s, +2v2a &bos, —a &b&s &+a&b &s;—2%2a&bps &
—&3a&&b—&s &},

2(6) '*

4 [(6)'a 'bp&'+s2a, b &s, —v2a &bos &. 2a&b &s

(X &3&)

-';[&3a,,b,s, a,b &s
—&j,

1
[v3a&b&s& —2v2a&, bos&+aub&s &5,

2v3
1—

&& 2v3a, b&s, —(6) la&bos&+2V3a&b&s &

—4a&&b &s&
—42a»bps4'

1.

[a &,b,s,—+v3a, b&s, 4'3a&b &s&
——a&&b &s &],

2&2
(X2"')

}v2a &,bos, +4a &,b&s;+(6)''a, bos
&

—2%3a &b &s&
—2v'3a&b &s &},

4&3
1—[ a&;b &s, +2&—2a &;bos, &3a,b &s &j-

2V3

One easily verifies that (P3, X&&")=(P5, X2&'&) = (X.&'&, X2"&)=0. The transformation coefficients
(P3, X.'") and (P&;, X~&5&) and the normalized angular dependence of the surface harmonics for the
different values of magnetic quantum number are given in Table I. (Pq, Xo) =-', K3.
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Substituting the results of 'I able I into Eq. (7) and summing up the coefficients of ns', trstts and nss

one obtains

1 Ap 2(5/2)'*rzsrzs(1 —3 cos"-8) cos$
0' 1' ~3 (Bp—Es+-';iFs)' (Ep —Es+-', iFs)(Bp —Es+-', iF.)

(5/2)rz '[(1+3cos' 8) cos'$+3 sin'$(l —cos'8) j+
(&p —&s+siFs)'

As has been anticipated in the introduction only the zeroth and second power of cose appear in this
formula.

THEORETICAL ANGULAR DEPENDENCE

It is assumed for the reasons given above that the sharp rise of A (8) with increasing energy is due
to an approach to resonance with a state of J=2. The spherically symmetrical contribution below
resonance then comes from a broad resonance to a state of J=O. In Eq. (8) we accordingly assume
Fp»E& —Ep and neglect the dependence of the J=0 resonance on energy. The unknown quantities
A2, Ap, Fp and I 2 can be lumped into one complex number, Pe" which is conveniently defined as

Pe"' =—-', (10)'trsF p/trpFs. (9)

P and 8 are real. Since —,Fs!s unknown it is expedient to choose it as the energy unit and instead of the
energy difference Bp —22 we shall use ~,

(10)

With the notations defined in Eqs. (9) and (10) we get

1+A (s) cos'8 1+e'+2P(1 —3 cos'8) (e cosh+ sinb) cos(

+cos'gt'(1+3 cos'8)+3 sin'$P'(1 —cos'8) (11)

from which follows at once

P'-' cos2$ —2P(e cos8+sin8) cosf
A(e) =3

1+s'+2P(e cos8+sin8) cos$+P'(1+2 sin'$)
(12)

The denominator of the right-hand side of Eq. (12) is positive and vanishes only under the particular
conditions: sin(=0, P sinh cos&= —1.This means that the emission in the direction of the beam does
not vanish at any bombarding energy unless these conditions'are fulfilled or unless A = —1." In
general A(s) has one real root which occurs for the value s= es, with

es ———tan8+-', P sec8 cos2$ sec). (13)

At the energy corresponding to ep the angular distribution is spherically symmetrical. In terms of fp,

A (s) becomes

A(e) =6P cos8 cos$—
e'+1+2(e —ss)P cos8 cos$+2P'

(12')

"It is interesting to note that if A(e) falls below —1 in a certain energy range there will be no emission at those angles
8 for which cos' 8 =1/

~

A ~. Thus in this range there will be a cone of zero alpha-particle intensity the opening angle of
which rises from zero to a certain maximum value and falls back to zero again as the bombarding energy is increased.
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e„=so+ (eo'+ 1+2P') '. (14)

It is characteristic of this theory that the maxi-
mum and the minimum occur at equal energy
differences from eo. Substituting Eq. (14) into
Eq. (12') we find the extreme values of A(e)

A(e„) = —3P cosh cos$/(e„+P cos8 cos$). (15)

It will be noted that in general the maximum
values of A are not equal in absolute value. If, for
instance, the energy corresponding to ~0 does not
lie in the resonance region (~eo~&&1), one of the
extreme values of A will differ from zero insig-
nificantly. From Eqs. (15) and (10)

3/A . —3/A
= —(E,.—E;„)/-,'I'2P cos5 cos$, (16)

where E, and E;„are the B values at which
the maximum and minimum occur. Thus the
measured values of A and E at the maximum and
minimum determine —,'PI'2 cosh cos$ at once. The
resonant energy E2 is then related to the energy
at which A =0, E, by

+-,'I' P cos5 cos&L2+3/A, .+3/A;„]. (17)

Actually it is not at all certain that the shape
of the A (E).curve has a sigmoid appearance. As

The plot of A(e) against e is clearly a sigmoid
curve asymptotic to the e axis at large absolute
values of e and crossing the axis at eo. There is
one maximum and one minimum to this curve
and these lie at e

has been pointed out above in one-half of the
sigmoid curve the value of A(E) may be very
small. In fact if the energy corresponding to eo

should happen to lie at negative energies of the
incident protons one-half of the sigmoid curve is
missing. Thus in appearance, or even in fact, the
dependence of A on the energy may reduce to a
simple hump. The observed. dependence of the
yield of alpha-particles on energy makes it more
likely that A as a function of E has a simple
maximum rather than a sigmoid behavior. In
fact if A(E) would become negative above 400
kev and yet within the resonance region one
mould expect the maximum in Fig. 2 to lie at
higher energies than 400 kev. This is so because a
negative value of A (E) within the resonance
region would enhance particularly strongly the
number of alpha-particles ejected at right angles
to the incident beam and the experiments on
which Fig. 2 is based were made with just such a
geometrical arrangement.

Though in the present calculations explicit
assumptions about the nuclear model have been
avoided some simplihcations had to be intro-
duced. In particular we assumed that only two
compound nuclei are involved in the process and
we also neglected the energy dependence of the
matrix elements involved within the resonance
range. It seems however that it is not worth while

to make more refined calculations at present.
Extension of the measurements on angular
dependence to higher energies will probably
indicate to what extent the basis of the present
calculations should be modified or extended.


